WORKSHEET 11

It is important that we make decisions carefully, because decisions can have a negative or positive effect.

What a bad decision does is affect your or other people's lives; you should use the STOP, THINK, and GO process.

Brandon had a secret. He had thrown away his report book from school. After two weeks, Brandon's teacher told him that she wanted his mother to come in school so they can discuss his grades. Now Brandon knew that he did not pass all his subjects and was scared of what his parents would say.

Brandon was worried that if his mother found out he was going to be punished. He wanted to lie to his mother about not getting the report book but we was still going to be punished. He thought of ways to tell his mother about the library book. He thought that he would be punished. After thinking for a long time, Brandon confessed to his mother about his embarrassment of failing his subjects and throwing away his report book. His mother punished him by taking away all his video games and cut down his TV time, getting a tutor for him to help him bring back up his grades.
Instructions: Using the STOP, THINK and GO method write down in your own words identifying how Brandon made his decision to tell his mother what he did.
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